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ACCRUAL (colt, Al Maher-Nanshan) Lot 4.  

Deane Lester says: Promising maiden who has been placed in two of his three runs to date. Narrowly 
beaten over 1400m at Werribee on January 15, ACCRUAL has good pace and makes his own luck in 
his races, should prove a multiple winner. Form since catalogue:  Outstanding win (when $1.55 fav.) 
by 5.5 lengths over 1519m. at Moonee Valley on Feb.12. 
 

Tara Madgwick says: By a solid sire of winners in Al Maher and is a half-brother to six winners all 

successful up to a mile including Regard, the dam of unbeaten superstar Atlantic Jewel, winner of 

the Group I MRC Thousand Guineas. 

 

ACTUAL (gelding, Reset-Kabuki Doll) Lot 5.  
Deane Lester: Unraced. He has had one official trial on a wet track at Bendigo in December 2011.He 
looked uncomfortable on the wet track that day and was very green in the run. Should improve with 
experience.  
 
Tara Madgwick: By the sire of Cox Plate winner Pinker Pinker and the only foal from the dam to race 
is Sydney metro winner Kabuki Kiss, successful up to 1400, but with a double cross of Sir Tristram, he 
could easily get further. 
 

ADAPTED (gelding, Starcraft-Nakedindaspa) Lot 6.  

Deane Lester: Unraced. This 3yo has had two recent trials so his education is complete. Showed 
good pace in a Bendigo trial when finishing 6th behind talented stablemate, Henwood. He's ready to 
start his racing career. 
 

Tara Madgwick: By AJC Derby winner and successful sire Starcraft. Dam was unraced and is yet to 

have a runner, but has a big pedigree being by Redoute’s Choice from Caulfield Cup winner 

Mannerism. 

ARRANGED (gelding, Savabeel-Tawny Run). Lot7.  

Deane Lester:  Unraced. His education is complete with three trials. His most recent trial effort was a 

solid 5th behind city winner Hadronica and finishing beside stablemate Posted, who subsequently 

won on debut at Terang. Nice prospect. 

Tara Madgwick: By progressive sire of stayers Savabeel from stakes-winner Tawny Run, who won up 

to 2450 metres. His full brother Below has won twice and was second in the Northern Territory 

Derby last year. 

 

 

 



AUBURN (gelding, Reset-Luminary). Lot 8.  

Deane Lester: One start, finishing 8th of 13 behind the exciting Minardos at Echuca in August 2011. 

Raced just behind the speed on that occasion and probably travelled in the worst ground. He's been 

given further time to mature.  

Tara Madgwick: Another by Reset with a double cross of Sir Tristram and his three year-old full sister 

Rampling is a winner over 1100 metres. Dam was a juvenile winner at 1200 metres by champion sire 

Encosta de Lago from the family of Group I AJC Oaks winner Alcove. 

 

BASE (gelding, Zabeel-Tall Story). Lot 9.  

Deane Lester: The most talented horse in this year's draft- 11 starts for 5 wins and a Group 3 

placegetter finishing ahead of proven performers Rainbow Styling and Lamasery. Lightly-raced  91 

rating galloper with plenty to offer.   

Tara Madgwick:  By champion sire Zabeel and is the best of three winners from Carnegie (IRE) mare 

Tall Story, a half-sister to triple Group I winner and top class Kiwi miler Tall Poppy. 

BENEFIT (gelding, Reset-Lucky Lady). Lot 10.  

Deane Lester:  One start, finishing 12th of 14 behind Pied a Terre in a strong race at MV June 2011. 

Two subsequent trials have been sound; this horse is well educated and ready to go. He has a strong 

stayer's pedigree and has plenty to offer. Form since catalogue: Flashed home for  5th over 1410m. 

W’bee, Feb.9. Then, 3rd  (to stablemate Ellery)of 12 over 1600m in Bendigo Showcase mdn, Feb.19. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Reset and is a half-brother to three winners, the best of them stakes-

placed sprinter Lustre Lady, who was by Flying Spur. Grand-dam Jet Ski Lady won the English Oaks, 

so has staying blood on the dam side. 

BILLSON (colt, Redoute’s Choice- Tangerine Dream). Lot 12.  

Deane Lester: This 5yo has a fine record to date - 7 starts for 2 wins and 4 placings, rating of 68. City 

placed as a 3yo, but hasn't raced since September 2010. Is Melbourne mid-week level, on his form to 

date. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Redoute’s Choice from an imported daughter of Sadler’s Wells 

tracing to Fanfreluche, whose descendants include champion sires Encosta de Lago and Flying Spur. 

Billson is one of two winners from four to race for the dam. 

BOLAND (gelding, Montjeu-Litani River). Lot 14.  

Deane Lester: Imported galloper who didn't live up to expectations but has shown he is be a capable 

jumper with several placings last season. Ideal prospect for this year's jumps season as he had a 

strong education. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Montjeu, whose progeny excel at 2400 metres and beyond, from 

an international family that includes former Victorian shuttle sire Dolphin Street. 



 

BOURSE (colt, Exceed and Excel-La Belle Diamante). Lot 17.  

Deane Lester: One start at Flemington, May 2011- finished last behind the talented Jackpot Queen 

and African Pulse in a very strong race. Out-sped that day, but has been given time to develop and 

probably better suited over longer distances. Form since catalogue: 3rd of 11 in Cran. 990m. trial on 

Feb.20. 

Tara Madgwick: By a sprinting sire in Exceed and Excel, but stoutly bred on the dam side being from 

a daughter of Zabeel from the Eight Carat (GB) family. Dam has had four to race three winners 

including stakes-placed Brave the Way, a winner up to 1800 and another winner at 2025 metres. 

 

BRIGHT HORIZON (colt, Galileo-Kissogram). Lot 19.  

Deane Lester: Import who won the time-honoured Cesarawitch (3200m) in 2010. Failed to impress 

in Australian runs last year - may not have acclimatised in that preparation? Rating 85 horse and a 

strong stayer on his European form. 

Tara Madgwick: By reigning champion European sire Galileo and dam is a stakes-winner up to a mile 

and a quarter, who has had five foals to race with Bright Horizon the lone winner. 

 

BURGESS (gelding, Reset-Desert Dream). Lot 20.  

Deane Lester: Unplaced in one start and one official trial, both on tracks slow-rated. Yet to perform 

beyond 1200m, but looks as though he would now appreciate longer distances. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Reset and is a half-brother to two minor winners up to 1500 metres 

from the family of US Group I winner Stephen Got Even. Bred on the same Reset x Danewin cross as 

promising stayer Fawkner. 

 

C’EST LA GUERRE (gelding, Shinko King-La Magnifique). Lot 24. 

Deane Lester: It's very rare that a Melbourne Cup placegetter is offered at a public auction, but here 

he is! Has not raced since finishing creditable 4th in last year's Sydney Cup. His best winning form is 

right handed so could be ideal horse for the Northern states. 

Tara Madgwick: Tough New Zealand bred stayer, who is exactly as his pedigree would suggest. 

 

 

 

 



CHIDE (gelding, Elvstroem-Just Polite). Lot 27.  

Deane Lester: Only had one trial at Bendigo in December 2011 for a 4th behind Accrual, Deductible 

and Faron - they have all performed well since the trial. Well beaten but kept going strongly and 

looks a stayer. Half-brother to Sheahan. Form since catalogue: Close-up third when $2.90 fav. in 

1600m. Swan Hill mdn on Feb.12. Held up for run at home turn. 

Tara Madgwick: By Caulfield Cup winner and proven sire Elvstroem from Just Polite, a Group III 

winning daughter of Dehere (USA) up to 2000 metres. Only foal to race from the dam is Sheahan, a 

metro winner up to 1600. 

CODE (gelding, Shinko King-Cold Type). Lot 29. 

Deane Lester: Full brother to Eskimo Queen. Unplaced in two runs to date and still looks very green 

and open to improvement. Has trialled quite well on slow ground- might appreciate soft ground? 

Form since catalogue: Beaten 7.4 lengths when 10th at Werribee  in 1610m. mdn. on Feb.9. 

Tara Madgwick: By the same sire as C’Est La Guerre and is brother to dual Group I winner Eskimo 

Queen, who won the Group I QTC Oaks at 2400 on dead ground and also the Coolmore Classic over 

1500 on a heavy track, so he may well like it soft. 

 

COLONIAL (gelding, Zabeel-I’m In Heaven). Lot 30. 

Deane Lester: Unraced 5yo, full brother to Lights Of Heaven. Must have endured problems- trialled 

in July 2009 and wasn't seen again until November 2011.  

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Zabeel and is full brother to Group I winner Lights of Heaven, a 

brilliant performer from 1200 to 2000.  

 

CONNECTION (gelding, Keeper-Pertinacious). Lot 31.  

Deane Lester: One start - unplaced. One trial - unplaced.  Form since catalogue: Mid-field (beaten 

2.7 len.) in 1600m. Ballarat mdn on Feb.12. Raced wide throughout. 

Tara Madgwick: By proven Group I producing sire Keeper from a placed daughter of champion 

staying sire Montjeu (IRE), who comes from the family of multiple Group I winning Sir Tristram filly 

Riverina Charm. Bred to stay. 

DEDUCTIBLE (gelding, Savabeel-Vanessatheundressa). Lot 33. 

Deane Lester: Exciting prospect. Still a maiden after 4 starts but placed in all runs including two city 

placings. Has the scope to develop into a good quality city-grade horse yet has all of his classes 

ahead of him; one of the best lots in the sale. 

Tara Madgwick: Full brother to Kiwi stakes-winner Queen Sabeel and also the smart Sydney metro 

winner Leading, who are the only other foals to race from the dam, who comes from the family of 

the great champion Vo Rogue. 



 

DOUBLE (gelding, Reset-Showery). Lot 35.  

Deane Lester:  Only had one start for an unplaced effort on the Geelong Synthetic Track in August 

2011... met with interference at the start on that occasion. Descendant of a strong, late-maturing 

staying family- should develop with time. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Reset, this one from Tasmanian stakes-winner Showery, who has done a 

good job at stud producing four winners, the best of them the tough stayer Highclere. 

 

DURATION (gelding, Danzero-Chateaux Loire). Lot 36.  

Deane Lester: Only had one trial at Bendigo (December 2010) finishing 5th over 800m but definitely 

showed ability. He settled midfield before showing a nice turn of foot prior to weakening over the 

final stages. Looks open to further improvement. 

Tara Madgwick: By a leading sire in Danzero that can get a staying type, think Fairway and Niconero, 

and this one is bred to stay with names like Noble Bijou, Oncidium and Mellay in his pedigree. Dam 

has had two winners up to a mile. 

 

DYNAMICS (colt, O’Reilly-The Prima Donna). Lot 37.  

Deane Lester: Five starts for two placings and also ran a solid 5th in strong maiden company over 

1400 metres at Sandown in January 2012. Has race fitness on his side and looks a ready-made 

winner. Form since catalogue: Third when $2.6 fav. K’ton  1450 mdn dead4 track Feb.4. Shifted on 

jumping away. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion NZ sire O’Reilly and comes from ‘The family’ , featuring The Phantom 

Chance, The Phantom, etc. Only foal to race so far from the dam, but is bred to go better with time 

and more ground. 

 

ECONOMIC (colt, Bradbury’s Luck-Orong).Lot 38.  

Deane Lester: Half brother to Toorak Toff. Yet to place in four starts but ran an excellent 4th behind 

Tiger Stripe over 1100m at Kyneton, November 2011. Failed over longer distances, this horse looks a 

run-on sprinter of some promise. 

Tara Madgwick: Half-brother to a brilliant sprinter and dual Group I winner in Toorak Toff by a Magic 

Millions winner in Bradbury’s Luck, so shorter trips would make sense. 

 

 

 



ELLERY (gelding, Elvstroem-Stolen Princess). Lot 41.  

Deane Lester: One trial for a solid 2nd over 800m at Bendigo December 2011. Raced just behind the 

lead and kept going strongly. Has strong pedigree, showed ability in his only trial and looks an ideal 

racing prospect in the near future. Form since catalogue: Soft debut win (1.8 len.) in 1600m. 

Bendigo Showcase Mdn.  Feb. 19. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Elvstroem and this one from a very good family as his dam is a half-sister 

to the dam of Group I MRC Thousand Guineas winner Serious Speed. Dam has had two to race, both 

winners, one up to 1600 and the other to 2300. 

 

ELMS (gelding, Zabeel-Fine Society). Lot 42. 
Deane Lester: Rating 65, Elms is a winner of three races and has been placed over 2500m at Moonee 

Valley. He's a handy stayer that would be an ideal horse for the Northern states staying races. 

Tara Madgwick:  Another by Zabeel  and this one from Group I STC Canterbury Guineas winner Fine 

Society, who has had four foals to race all winners with Elms the best. 

 

EXPANDING (gelding, Zabeel-Oh Carlinda). Lot 44.  

Deane Lester: One trial finishing 8th over 800m at Bendigo December 2011. Settled midfield, went 

wide on the home turn but kept battling on well. It was an effort suggesting he has ability and looks 

to have scope for further improvement. 

Tara Madgwick: Has a double cross of Zabeel, which is unusual and would make you think staying 

would be his forte, however he comes from a family of brilliant sprinter milers including Fast ‘n’ 

Famous and Alynda, so that may not be the case. 

 

FITCH (gelding, Al Maher-Misty Lane). Lot 45. 

Deane Lester: Two trials for a second over 1000m at Bendigo, December 2011. Showed good pace 

and responded to riding on that occasion- game effort. Should record his maiden win very quickly 

and looks to have scope for further development. Form since catalogue: Impressive debut front-

running win (2.5 len.) in 1400m Bendigo Showcase mdn on Feb.19. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Al Maher and comes from a prolific running winning family of sprinters 

that includes Notoire, Well Known and Tempest Tost.  Dam has had only one to race, but coming 

from this family it would be hard to see her not throwing something. 

 

 

 



GEARING (gelding, Fastnet Rock-Raising High). Lot 46. 

Deane Lester: Two starts for two city placings to date. Looked unlucky when 3rd in a strong 1400m 

maiden at Sandown on January 11,  then an honest 3rd over 1600m at Sandown on February 1. Has 

a sprinter’s pedigree. 

Tara Madgwick: By sire of the moment Fastnet Rock and is the only foal to race from his dam, who 

comes from the Easy Date family that has left brilliant performers Snippets, Forensics, Rewaaya, so is 

very much a speed family. 

GREVILLE (gelding, Galileo-Zargana). Lot 49.  

Deane Lester: One start for a brave fourth over 1600m on a heavy track at Echuca in August, 2011. 

He endured a tough run on that occasion yet stuck to his task well and looks a genuine staying 

prospect. 

Tara Madgwick:  Bred as though he came out of a European sale being by Galileo from an Aga Khan 

bred mare who is a half-sister to the dam of Arc winner and European Horse of the Year Zarkava.  

 

HEDGE (gelding, Zabeel-Daleela). Lot 51.  

Deane Lester: This 3yo has had one start and two trials, all on slow ground. He has finished at the 

back of the field on each occasion but hasn't looked comfortable on soft ground. Form since 

catalogue:  4th, 1600m. Swan Hill mdn (beaten 2 len.) on Feb.12. Raced wide without cover. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by champion sire Zabeel and this one comes from an absolutely A grade 

European family (again dam bred by the Aga Khan) featuring Daliapour and more recent Group I 

stars Dar Re Mi and the ill-fated Rewilding.  

 

HENWOOD (gelding, Savabeel-Tajrebah). Lot 52.  

Deane Lester: Two starts for two very strong performances in Saturday Melbourne class. No luck 

when finishing 4th over 1400m at Flemington on debut before a solid 3rd over 1400m at Sandown 

on January 28. Very promising horse and looks destined to become a good class city horse. Ready-

made prospect and should reap a quick return. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Savabeel and from a handy producer, who has left four winners 

including Behold, who is a three-quarter brother to Henwood being by Zabeel and is a good 

Melbourne metro winner up to 2500 metres. 

 

 

 

 



HOBAN (gelding, Pins-Danex). Lot 53.  

Deane Lester: He's had two unplaced runs on the Geelong synthetic track before finishing unplaced 

in a Bendigo trial on slow ground in December 2011. Form is moderate although he's yet to be 

tested on a dry turf track.  

Tara Madgwick: By champion NZ sire Pins and is a half-brother to two handy stayers in stakes-placed 

Digital Fortress and metro winner Danahere and dam was stakes-placed winner at 2000 metres and 

4th in New Zealand Oaks. 

 

I’M IMPOSING (colt, Danehill Dancer-On Fair Stage). Lot 54.  

Deane Lester: Rating 89. Quality imported galloper. Tried as a stayer in his first Australian campaign 

but looks a 1600m- 2000m horse with a brilliant turn of speed. He has a victory over 2000m at 

Caulfield carrying 59kg and beating good stayer Sea Galleon. He also was beaten less than 3 lengths 

in the 2011 Blamey Stakes by Whobegotyou. A seriously-talented horse with the ability to win a high 

class race. 

Tara Madgwick:  By versatile and hugely successful shuttle sire Danehill Dancer, who has worked in 

both hemispheres and is a half-brother to Reliable Man, who won the French Derby (Prix du Jockey 

Club over 2000) last year. 

 

IMPLY (gelding, Galileo-Posing). Lot 56.  

Deane Lester: Lightly raced 4yo who recorded a good 2nd over 1400m at Bendigo in August 2011. 

Showed good pace on that occasion, when beaten by a handy type - Eight Stars. Should be winning 

races. 

 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Galileo and this one a half-brother to Group II winner Zanna (successful 

up to 2040 metres) and two other winners from the good producing stakes-winner Posing.  

INFUSE (gelding, Pins-Fiaba). Lot 57.  

Deane Lester: Exciting horse. Scored a dominant win at Ballarat, before an arrogant win over 1800m 

at Flemington on January 21. Stakes horse in the making and clearly one of the highlights of this 

year's draft. Form since catalogue:  Odds-on fav. and caught on the line when  2nd SANL, 1600m, Feb 

8. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by leading sire Pins and is progressing exactly as you would hope he might 

being a three-quarter brother-in-blood to smart stakes-winning sprinters Crepe de Chine and Glam 

Slam from a fine Waikato Stud family.  

 



INNOVATE (gelding, O’Reilly-I’m In Heaven). Lot 58.    

Deane Lester: Two starts for two unplaced results, although his debut effort to finish 10th (beaten 

4.8 lengths) behind the stakes performed Miss Stellabelle at Bendigo in September 2011 was 

encouraging. Gelded since his last run and looks ready to go on with. Form since catalogue: Mid-

field in Cran. 990m trial run in slick time (57.73) on Feb.20. 

Tara Madgwick: Half-brother by champion NZ sire O’Reilly to Group I winner Lights of Heaven, a 

brilliant performer from 1200 to 2000.  

 

INTEGRATION (gelding, Zabeel-La Quinta Gold). Lot 59.  

Deane Lester: Rating 61. Promising lightly-raced stayer who finished 4th in the 2011 VRC St Leger 

(2800m). Has had only 7 starts for a win and two placings. Should progress through the grades over 

2000 metres and beyond. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Zabeel and dam has had four to race all winners, the best of them 

stakes-placed Our Heir Apparent , a winner up to 2400 metres. Dam had a Zabeel filly make 

$600,000 at Karaka sale this year. 

JOLLYWOOD (gelding, Zabeel-Sandalwood). Lot 61.  

Deane Lester: Promising horse. Only three starts for two placings, including finishing 3rd behind 

That's The One over 1410m at Flemington in August 2011. By the great Zabeel, this horse has the 

scope to develop into a very handy stayer. 

Tara Madgwick: Three-quarter brother in-blood to a more than handy stayer in Efficient, who was 

good enough to win the Melbourne Cup and Victoria Derby. 

 

KERSHAW (gelding, Darci Brahma-Kincaple Lass). Lot 63.  

Deane Lester: Unraced. Trialled only once for an impressive win at Bendigo in December 2011. 

Showed pace to lead an 800m trial and kept going strongly under light riding. Looks a ready-made 

prospect, with plenty of scope to further develop. 

 

Tara Madgwick: By very promising young sire Darci Brahma and is a half-brother to stakes-winner 

Kincaple, a winner up to 2300 metres and dam has perfect record of five to race all winners. 

LANDY (gelding, Galileo-Crimson Road). Lot 66.  

Deane Lester: Unraced and no official trials. By champion sire Galileo out of a six-time sprint-winning 

dam who is a daughter of Strawberry Road. 

Tara Madgwick: Well bred gelding, who is a half-brother to brilliant sprinting mare Crimson Reign, a 

Group III winner of five races up to 1300 metres. 



 

LONDON STRIPE (gelding, Rock Of Gibraltar-Agenda). Lot 67.  

Deane Lester: Rating 78. Import who ran 2nd to Dandino over 2400m at Royal Ascot in 2010. He's 

had only one Australian start, finishing 9th behind Mr Griswold over 1410m at Flemington in August 

2011. Talented stayer on his best form and looks favourably rated to be able to go through the 

grades. Form since catalogue: Faded from third at 1200m. and 800m. when 15th at Flem. 1720m. on 

February 18.  

Tara Madgwick:  Imported son of Rock of Gibraltar and is from stakes-placed Sadler’s Wells mare 

Agenda, who is a grand-daughter of one of the best broodmares in the world in Fall Aspen, so he has 

a big pedigree in his favour. 

LOOKSMART (gelding, Pins-Perrine). Lot 68.  

Deane Lester: Two starts for a 2nd over 1400m at Terang before finishing 4th over 1450m at 

Kyneton on February 4. Showing nice ability and looks ready-made to progress through the grades. 

Tara Madgwick:  Another by Pins and this one from Pencarrow Stud’s elite female family that has 

produced Ethereal and Darci Brahma , so lacks for nothing on the page. 

 

MUIR (gelding, Galileo-Belle Allemande). Lot 72.  

Deane Lester: Rating 100. Last year's Adelaide Cup winner, who has not raced since his unplaced 

effort in the Sydney Cup. Established high class stayer, whose rating reflects his ability. 

Tara Madgwick: Is exactly what he is bred to be being by Galileo from a Royal Academy mare from a 

strong European Black Type family. 

 

NEWELL (gelding, Zabeel-Trolley Dolly). Lot 73.  

Deane Lester: Rating 62. One start for a dominant win over 1600 metres at Ballarat in January 2012. 

The form from the race is terrific with the 2nd and 3rd horses both winning at their next start. Looks 

a very good stayer in the making. 

Tara Madgwick: Closely related to previously mentioned entry Base being by the same sire Zabeel 

from mares who are half-sisters. 

 

NIBLICK (gelding, Encosta de Lago-Leica Vista). Lot 74.  

Deane Lester: Rating 99. 14 starts for six wins and four placings. Winner of three races at 

Flemington. Looks best suited at 1400-1600 metres. Niblick is already a stakes winner with plenty 

more to offer. 



Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Encosta de Lago and is a half-brother to Group II VATC Sandown 

Guineas winner Moon Dragon from the great ‘Leica family’.  

 

OBLIGATION (colt, Pins-Alexandra Star). Lot 75.  

Deane Lester. This colt is ready to win races.  He has had only one start for a solid fourth at Seymour 

on January 19 when he showed pace and battled on bravely. Open to further improvement and 

looks a good prospect. 

Tara Madgwick:  By Pins from a family of smart sprinter milers and is a sibling to two winners 

including his full brother Tsar Alex, who has won twice at 1000 metres. 

 

PONT (colt, Savabeel-Operavega). Lot 77.  

Deane Lester: One start for a 2nd behind his stablemate Powlett over 1200m at Terang on January 

23. Showed good pace and battled on well. He'd won a trial on slow track prior to that run 

suggesting nice versatility. 

Tara Madgwick: Another by Savabeel, but this one with a bit more speed on the female side of the 

family and is a full brother Hampden has won three races up to 1400 metres. 

 

PORTFOLIO (gelding, Encosta de Lago-National Treasure). Lot 78.  

Deane Lester: Last start fast finishing 3rd over 1600m behind the talented Caravaggio at Sandown on 

January 11 says it all. He's had only 3 starts and looks to be improving all the time - promising stayer 

with a good future. Form since catalogue: Made some ground when 7th SANL  1600m. for 3-Y-Os  

Feb.8.  Then, mid-field 6th at 2040m. Moonee Valley mdn Feb.17. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Encosat de Lago from a very smart staying stakes-winner in 

National Treasure, who is by Zabeel. Bred to appreciate time and more ground. 

POSTED (gelding, Pins-Sriwijaya). Lot 79.  

Deane Lester: Rating 62. Made a winning debut over 1600m at Terang on January 23 He had trialled 

well prior to his debut where he showed good pace and battled on strongly. Looks to have a good 

racing style, which will win him plenty of races. 

Tara Madgwick: Half-brother by Pins to Group II winner Sarajay, who was successful up to 2000 

metres and dam has done a great job, six winners from seven to race. 

POWLETT (gelding, Savabeel Royal Prize). Lot 80.  

Deane Lester: Rating 62. Looked the goods when winning over 1200m on debut at Terang, January 

23, 2012.Sat behind the speed and showed a neat turn of foot over the final 300m. Has the scope to 

race over longer distances, so is a most promising type. 



Tara Madgwick: Another by Savabeel, and this one bred to get some sort of trip as dam is a daughter 

of Group I Avondale Cup winner Eva Grace, successful up to 2200 metres.  

 

PRESIDE (gelding, Savabeel-Jacqwin). Lot 81.  

Deane Lester. Half-brother to Metal Bender. One start - finishing mid-field over 1200m at Echuca 

August 2011. Two subsequent trials on soft ground have been sound. Looks a staying type - who has 

yet to race or trial beyond 1200m. Form since catalogue: Narrowly beaten when fav. and  2nd  (13 

runners) Bendigo Mdn. 2200m. Feb.11. Layed in and raced tightly near the finish. 

Tara Madgwick: Half-brother by Savabeel to five winners including triple Group I winner Metal 

Bender and smart stakes-placed staying type Southern Venture. His full brother Moment to Savour 

has won twice at 1200 and 1600. 

PRIOR (gelding, O’Reilly-Needled). Lot 82.  

Deane Lester: Showed that he is ready to win races with an excellent 2nd behind subsequent city 

winner Infuse over 1600m at Ballarat on January 12. He's fully educated, in form and ready to 

progress through his grades. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire O’Reilly from a daughter of another champion NZ sire in Pins and 

is a brother to Needlly, who is a winner at 1200, but dam won at 2000 so should have no worries 

with a mile.  

 

PROPER (colt, O’Reilly-Montaine). Lot 83.  

Deane Lester: Unraced and no official trials before catalogue. By champion NZ sire from dam who 

has produced two winners from four foals to race. Form since catalogue:  Impressive close-up 2nd of 

14 runners in 990m.Cran. trial on Feb. 20 in slick time (58.3). 

Tara Madgwick: Full brother to Broadway Miss, who won at 1600 in NZ and does come from a strong 

family featuring Group I winner Fair Sir and tough stayers, Sir Pentire and Free at Last. 

 

RANKIN (gelding, Galileo-Bruges). Lot 85.  

Deane Lester: Lightly raced 4yo who looks to have a bright future. Four starts for two placings at 

Bendigo in strong maiden class. Yet to race beyond 1600m, but looks a stayer in the making.  

Tara Madgwick: Bred to be a stayer being by Galileo from stakes-placed Bruges, a winner of seven 

races up to 2025 metres and a half-sister to Victoria Derby winner Amalfi. Rankin is the only foal of 

the dam to race. 

 



REVITALISE (gelding, Bel Esprit-Dane Belltar). Lot 88.  

Deane Lester: Rating 62. Winner over 1100m at Kyneton, September 2011 before a solid 4th behind 

Adamantium on Caulfield Guineas Day, 2011. By Bel Esprit, this horse has the capacity to develop 

into a very handy sprinter. Form since catalogue: Close up (.5 len) second of 11 in Cran. 990m. trial 

on Feb. 20 in fast time (57.5). 

Tara Madgwick: Half-brother to classy stayer Tanby and is one of three winners from three foals to 

race for Group III winner Dane Belltar, who is shaping as a very good broodmare.  Speedier than his 

siblings being by Bel Esprit. 

 

SALTER (gelding, Duelled-Notawordtomary). Lot 94.  

Deane Lester: Rating 64. Winner of a Swan Hill 1600m maiden, this 3yo ran 2nd behind Costly 

Commitment over 1700m at Caulfield in one of the lead-ups to the VRC Derby. Should develop 

further as a stayer this year. 

Tara Madgwick: By a young Redoute’s Choice stallion in Duelled, who is best known as the sire of 

Queensland Derby winner Shoot Off and is bred to stay on the dam’s side as she is a half-sister to 

Group I winning stayer Red Ruler. 

 

STILLMAN (gelding, El Prado-Favorite Funtime). Lot 97.  

Deane Lester: Rating 72. Import who has been placed over jumps last season. However his best 

Australian performance was a 2nd over 1400m at Sandown in April, 2010. Capable performer on his 

day. 

Tara Madgwick: US bred import by El Prado, who is making a name for himself as a sire of sires in 

Medaglia D’Oro, Artie Schiller, Kitten’s Joy etc . Dam won a Group I in the US at 1700 metres. 

 

TASK (gelding, Encosta de Lago-Unrocel Saint). Lot 99.  

Deane Lester: One start for a luckless 6th of 12 over 1300m at Bendigo in March 2011. He was held 

up for a run on that occasion yet finished his race off nicely. From the family of Super Impose and 

has been given time to mature. Form since catalogue: Luckless run (four mentions in 

stewards’report) when fav. and 7th (beaten 3 len.) in 1300m. Bendigo Showcase mdn on Feb.19. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Encosta de Lago from slick stakes-winning sprinter Unrocel Saint, 

successful up to 1450 metres. Half-brother to metro winner Will to Win (winner up to 1600) and 

family do improve with time. 

 

VESPER (gelding, Zabeel-Sylvaner). Lot 105.  

Deane Lester: Rating 95. 15 starts for 4 wins and 5 placings. Stakes winner at 2000 metres and 



finished 6th in the 2011 Adelaide Cup (3200m). Also 4th, behind Whobegotyou, in 2011 Lawrence 

Stks (G2, 1400m). Good horse who is lightly-raced and still has plenty to offer, one of the stars of this 

year's draft. 

Tara Madgwick: By champion sire Zabeel from Group II winner Sylvaner, who was successful up to 

1600 and comes from a good family of smart sprinter milers, so Vesper is as you would hope, looking 

at the page. 

 

WARD (colt, O’Reilly). Lot 106.  

Deane Lester: Two starts for one placing at his most recent start, recording a fast finishing 2nd 

behind stablemate Posted over 1600m at Terang on January 23. He hit the line full of running that 

day and looks as though he will appreciate racing over longer distances. Good prospect. 

Tara Madgwick: Half-brother by O’Reilly to three winners and dam won up to 2100 metres and is a 

three-quarter sister to Group III Summer Cup winner Zanetta, so every reason to think he’ll enjoy the 

longer trips. 

 


